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People watches the Eldorado parade in Lille, northern France during the Lille 3000 event with “Mexico” as this year’s theme. — AFP

Palestinian youths ride their skateboards near the sea port of Gaza City. — AFP photos

Street vendors holler and drivers blare their horns
incessantly, but at the city’s port an unfamiliar sound
can be heard-the rumble, grind and clatter of skate-

boards. The ramps and ledges a few hundred meters
(yards) from the sea may not look like much, but they make
up the first and only full skate park in the Palestinian
enclave. The young men that come most days say it pro-
vides them a rare opportunity for fun in Gaza, hemmed in
physically by an Israeli blockade and mentally by a conser-
vative culture. On a recent evening, around a dozen young
men were rattling forwards and back, perfecting new tricks.
Rajab Reefi, 23, appeared to be the team’s leader. He is offi-
cially a builder, but there isn’t much work around due to
Gaza’s stagnant economy.

Wearing a cap and looking more skater-bro than
Muslim Brotherhood, he said the park is an oasis from the
stresses of Gazan life. “We love skateboarding but more
than that we love to live,” he told AFP. “We don’t just want
to play here, we want to go from this place to international
competitions to show the Western world that Palestinians,
and us in Gaza, don’t live just war and destruction.” “We
live for freedom, even though we are under a blockade.”

Closed off 
Skateboarding is also growing in the Israeli-occupied

West Bank, the other major part of the Palestinian territo-
ries, with a number of parks built with the support of
SkatePal, a UK-based NGO. But Gaza is largely cut off
from the outside world, with Israel maintaining a blockade
on the strip for more than a decade. Egypt’s border had
also been mainly closed in recent years, though it reopened
a year ago and has remained so most of the time since.

Israel says that the blockade is necessary to isolate
Gaza’s Islamist rulers Hamas, with whom the Jewish state
has fought three wars, and stop it from obtaining weapons
or materials to make them.  Critics say it amounts to collec-
tive punishment for Gaza’s two million residents.

Reefi said that even getting skateboards into the strip
was tough, often resulting in two or three people having to
share the same board. They rely heavily on YouTube videos

to learn new tricks. Gaza has also become more conserva-
tive since Hamas seized control in 2007 and many suppos-
edly Western pursuits are banned or frowned upon. To
build the park, which was completed in January, the Italian
Cultural Centre in Gaza jumped through Israeli administra-
tive hoops to be able to bring in a few dozen skaters a year. 

On each visit they stayed several weeks, building the
park and also training young people. “The coordination
needed to get 30 people through Erez (Israeli checkpoint)
is not easy, with all their applications etc.,” Sami Abu Omar,
from the cultural center, said.

Andre Lucat, an Italian who was part of a group which
visited Gaza in January, said they worked all hours finishing
the park. He said that they were shocked by the conditions
under which Palestinians in Gaza live and wanted to bring a
bit of joy to the young people. “(Skateboarding) can allow
them to live children’s lives, even for only a little bit. That’s
the most important lesson I learned over there.”

Release 
Yasser Massoud, 13, sold tea and coffee along Gaza’s

seafront for a few dollars a day until, one day, by chance he
heard the skateboards rattling by. He clambered down to
join in and hasn’t looked back since. More than a year later,
his family allowed him to stop working to focus on studies,
and he now spends most of his free time at the park. “I
used to come down every day and play a bit and then it
became more and more,” he said. “But my dream is to leave
Gaza.” A group of women in hijab Muslim head coverings
leaned over a barrier from a nearby road to watch.

Conservative attitudes mean that the skate team is male
only. “Till now there are no girls but we try because we all
should have the same life-not merely me living and having
fun and the girls not,” Reefi told AFP. “But (it should be) in
the right way that we were raised with.” Lucat said that
Hamas authorities had at times been skeptical of the proj-
ect, seeing skateboarding as a Western concept, though
such concerns have apparently eased. The park, Reefi
pointed out, is busiest on Friday afternoons when people
are off school and work.

It provides bored young men an alternative to joining
the weekly Hamas-backed protests along the Israeli bor-
der fence. At least 265 Gazans have been killed by Israeli
forces since the protests and clashes began in March
2018. Two Israeli soldiers have been killed over the same
period. Ezzedine Mashharawi, another underemployed
member of the team, told AFP that skating was his only
release. “Here in Gaza you have a blockade, a lack of
work-psychological pressures on young people,” said the
24-year-old. “We get rid of all that negative energy
through skateboarding.”— AFP

Da Vinci ‘claw
hand’ may have
impaired later art 

Leonardo da Vinci may have suffered traumat-
ic nerve damage that left him with a “claw
hand”, impairing his ability to paint in later

life, a new study said. The damage could have
been the result of a fainting episode, according
to Italian research published Friday in the British
Royal Society of Medicine journal.
Reconstructive surgeon David Lazzeri and neu-
rologist Carlo Rossi said the handicap prevented
the Renaissance artist from even holding his
palette in his right hand, though he continued to
draw with his left.

Many researchers have assumed that the pal-
sy of his right hand stemmed from a stroke or
Dupuytren’s contracture, a condition that causes
fingers to become permanently bent. The two
scientists reached their finding by studying a
chalk drawing of da Vinci attributed to the 16th-
century Lombard artist Giovanni Ambrogio
Figino. The picture shows the great Italian poly-
math with his right hand emerging from his cloth-
ing, as if he were wearing a sling, with the fingers
contracted.

“Rather than depicting the typical clenched
hand seen in post-stroke muscular spasticity, the
picture suggests an alternative diagnosis such as
ulnar palsy, commonly known as claw hand,”
Lazzeri said in the report. For the Italian experts,
Leonardo’s physical weakness was not accompa-
nied by any cognitive decline.

But according to Lazzeri, it may explain “why
he left numerous paintings incomplete” even
including his most famous, the Mona Lisa, during
the last five years of his career as a painter “while
he continued teaching and drawing”. According
to another study, carried out by Florence
Museum researchers and published last month,
Leonardo was completely ambidextrous-capable
of writing, drawing and painting as well with his
left hand as his right. The findings were based on
analysis of his earliest work. French President
Emmanuel Macron and Italian counterpart
Sergio Mattarella on Thursday kicked off com-
memorations to mark 500 years since da Vinci
died in France. — AFP
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